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Philippa Armstrong

The Hallway, The Alleyway
From the Editor

What if the alleyway is safer than the hallway?
How does a room become a home? What do you
need to feel safe where you live?

Recognising that sometimes people want privacy and
sometimes they want company and the importance
of being intuitive enough to know the difference.

Welcome to issue 48: the autumn edition of
Roomers. The Hallway The Alleyway has been a
year long project which has delved into this difficult
territory. The project has been funded by Arts
Victoria and through creative writing and visual art
we have opened up a space where Roomers writers
have been able to reflect on their experiences of
violence and safety and the pitfalls and advantages
of communal living. Do shared living spaces create
community or just risk?

Through the generous funding from Arts Victoria we
were able to engage some amazing people to help us
explore these themes during our weekly workshops.
I’d like to thank Arnold Zable, Kate Holden, Tony Birch
and Andy Jackson for their wonderful tuition and Tom
Civil for collaborating with the Roomers group and
creating a series of striking art posters which have
been reproduced in this magazine.

The title The Hallway The Alleyway creates a
beautifully potent image and comes from a poem
titled Mouse by Eleanor Henderson, a rooming
house resident. The poem was first printed in
Roomers in 2009 (and reprinted in this edition) and
the metaphor of hallways and alleyways has been
used as inspiration for this project.
An insistent thread that kept on coming up through
all the workshops was personal space and how do
people maintain their own personal zone and respect
other peoples need for space. What do you need
to do to live successfully in spaces with shared
facilities and what if your room doesn’t have a lock?

Have you noticed anything different about the
magazine? We have a new designer: Sweet Creative
on board this year and they have completely
redesigned Roomers: resizing the magazine,
changing the paper stock and radically altering the
layout and feel. I hope you like the new look, in fact I
hope you love the new look. With Roomers now in its
16th year, it was time for a makeover. And here it is.
There is much to savour and contemplate in this rich
collection of writing and original artworks.
PS Remember to keep sending me your work
because I’m already compiling the content for
the winter edition which is just around the corner.
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Mouse
by Eleanor Henderson

How safe are you in rooming houses with
shared facilities? Where a hallway could
turn into an alleyway frequented by the
scary and unknown?
Just how safe are you when you leave
your room? Is your room even safe, with
often flimsy locks on doors that easily
could be kicked in by a stronger male?
Just how safe are you in a rooming
house? In a crowded hotel, full of
strangers that could send your sleep to
hell, leave you in an agonizing frenzy shut
up in your shell. Just how safe are you in
a rooming house?
Even if you’re as quiet as a mouse, there
are well placed traps and scraps to tempt
you out of your hidey hole. But just how
safe are you in a rooming house at all?
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Ceremonies
of the Streets
by George Hall
by Dee Fisher
She has hopes of
becoming a staff
member
When she’s
delusional.
Then clarity hits her
and she becomes a
patient again.

A refugee from the middle class
Rummages through garbage bins
Can those who see be blind
To ceremonies of the streets?
Food vans stop at appointed times
No-one needs a watch
Not much need to be said
In ceremonies of the street.
Salvation Army handout places
Demand I.D. or else
Nothing can be done
For ceremonies of the street.
The street is treated with respect
Both enemy and friend
It talks but not with words
Of ceremonies of the streets.
Pay day comes and pay day goes
Today’s rejoicing, tomorrow’s woe
We thought we were so lucky
Our ceremonies of the streets.
A few outposts to broken hearts
Embrace this world with courage
The dance of God transforms
The ceremonies of the streets.

Innocence
by Tom
Carmody

Marlene Foster

And those who can will join the dance
There’s lots to say, it seems
The dance of God can sanctify
The ceremonies of the streets.

They reckon
I have the same
affect as Elvis.
I’ve paid my way
for a lifetime.
I’m innocent.
Always innocent.

Dave Faulkner
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Flamingo House
by Bevan ( John) Kirkland

Seeing as the recession has
bowled Adam for a duck he places
the remnants of his life under one
arm and shamefully struts from
the field. Yes, Adam is homeless.
He has to find a new home. And
as he can’t risk chancing one of
those places where he is liable
to have his door kicked in, he
decides to spend 75% of his
paltry pension on a shared room
in an up market SRS.
He chose Flamingo House.
Twilight reigns and winter is a
bastard as Adam escapes the
taxi’s cigarette smoke. Once
inside he’s pleasantly surprised
to see a modern red brick decor
with assorted Chinese ornaments
hanging from doorways and walls.
With the quick introduction and
a sign in by an Indian woman
over, she says, “You eat in dining
room then up walkway to room,
breakfast at seven.” Adam walks
wearily into a sizable dining
room and devours a simple but
nourishing meal.
Though Adam is big and strong
he struggles to haul his shoddy
red and white bag up the long
winding walkway to his room.
Once inside the room a short
skinny bloke pokes his messy
grey haired head around the
bathroom door. He points at a
bed near a wall. ‘That’s yours.’
Then he disappears. ‘Must be
night staff,’ Adam thinks.
Dawn breaks and Adam surfaces.
Wandering down the walkway,
Adam parks himself in line for
breakfast. He feels as though

he is a priest in a brothel. Not
a soul speaks to him except a
tall thickset elderly man who
punches his palm with his
mammoth sized fist. “If you don’t
like Americans you’ll get this!’
Adam laughs. “Bugger off mate I
was in Vietnam!’ The man quickly
changes his tune and throws
out his hand. “Sorry mate, my
name is Eric.”Later Adam learns
the scrawny man from the night
before is Stan, also a resident.
Stan had gone down earlier and
informed Eric and Eric’s elderly
mate, Bill, that Adam had kicked
Stan’s dog, Libby. Adam would
do nothing of the sort. He is an
animal lover. Eric’s love for Libby
exceeds his love for life itself. And
as Adam is soon to learn, the dog
Libby is the best thing about Stan.
With the ice broken, Adam is
swamped by residents eager
to shake his hand. One cheeky
little bugger stands out. “Gidday
Adam I’m Mickey” Adam takes
a liking to this sixty-four year old
intellectually disabled man who
bombards him with his girlfriend
stories. But Adams what cannot
know is that during the coming
eighteen months, Stan will
manage to turn Adam’s life into a
living hell, so much so that Adam
tries to kill him.
It all begins with Adam
believing that Stan really is
‘The Man.’ “What do ya drink
Stan?”“Anything mate,” is Stan’s
reply. As Adam has a few dollars
up his sleeve he doesn’t mind.
“I’ll shout ya a bottle of port Stan.”

Yes Adam likes to be liked. Stan
occupies the shared room next
door. They also share a common
bathroom without locks on doors
allowing them free access to
both of their bedrooms.
Stan who is in his forties usually
decks himself out in a black Harley
Davidson shirt, blue jeans, a belt
with a Harley Davidson buckle
with a bunch of keys dangling
from his belt, and Nike runners.
Later Adam hears Stan lifts
designer clothes and runners. He
gives a pair of jeans and runners
to Mickey for his paltry $10 pocket
money and tells him to parade
around in them. “Look what Stan
gave me,” yells an excited Mickey.
Then Stan takes them back. Stan
does the same to Mickey with
other assorted items.
Stan often attempts to impress
Adam with his life stories. His
words mean nothing to fifty nine
year old Adam, who has been to
hell and back.
Day begins at 6.30 with Mickey
jettisoning out of his bed in the
small space he shares with
Eric. Dirty or clean, Mickey’s
old clothes pile up on a chair.
Mickey takes his pick from the
pile. As breakfast is at 7am, at
6.30, Mickey wakes up his lofty
mate Bob. Stan has appeared
downstairs with his old dog,
Libby to whisper in Eric’s and
his old mate Bill’s ears. Eric
loves Libby more than life. The
residents adore Libby too. Stan
parades Libby until she goes to
the seventy plus old cook and
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Twilight reigns and winter is a bastard as
Adam escapes the taxi’s cigarette smoke.

scoffs down her breakfast then
scampers back upstairs.
Adam is stuck with four
roommates during the first year.
The first nearly drives Adam nuts
by constantly adjusting his TV and
only getting static. The second
pulls a flick knife on Adam. The
third attempts suicide because
Sam encourages him to borrow
$500 from Centrelink then seizes
it. As for number four, Stan
whispers in his ear. Next thing
the man leaps into the room
accusing Adam of breaking his
guitar and stealing his pills.
Night arrives and when the
proprietor departs, Stan the
man rules. The more booze he
consumes the more boisterous
he becomes. Stan and Mickey are
inseparable. Stan goes out front
with Mickey. And full of abuse
Stan spews it out to anybody
passing. Late at night Stan takes
Mickey and Libby for a walk. On
one occasion Mickey returns with
a badly bruised and swollen hand.
Mickey had fallen over. Stan’s
excuse for not helping him is he
was too busy protecting Libby.
Nearly every night Stan enters
Adam’s rooms for a chat, which
ends up by Adam ‘lending’ him
$5 for a long neck bottle. Stan
likes his port so much that he
sometimes drinks two bottles
daily. Stan’s bad back doesn’t stop
him from running to the bottle
shop. When Stan has lifted booze
from nearly every booze shop in
the area, he is banned from them
all. His solution is to delegate

the booze buying to Mickey.
Sometimes he sends Mickey
out late in his PJ’s to buy booze.
Mickey spends most of the
evening sitting on Stan’s bed
watching TV. Adam later hears
Stan rehearsing dialogue with
Mickey that can provide future
alibis for Stan.
One day a friend of Adams
sends Mickey to the shop with
a fifty dollar note. Mickey is to
buy himself an ice-cream. Next

He grabs a stanley knife
and a torch. Silently he
opens Stan’s door to slit
Stan’s throat.
thing Mickey comes rushing in
yelling, “I’ve lost the money!”
Adam and his friend dash outside
to hunt for it, Stan who is sitting
smoking offers to help. Months
later Mickey says Stan had taken
the $50.
Usually Adam dines in his own
room and on numerous occasions
spies Stan entering rooms with a
master key. Jewellery, TV’s, DVD
players walk out the door and into
the hock shop 200 metres down
the road. Adam speaks up but is
not believed.
Stan enters Adam’s room one
night and says, ‘I wanna borrow
yer DVD player. ‘No f..king way!’
Adam yells. Instead Stan borrows
Eric’s and sells it to Doris, an

alcoholic who only has months to
live. When Stan is told Doris has
died, he laughs because he owes
her money.
Stan and Bill are mates. Bill trusts
Stan to pay his accounts with Bill’s
MasterCard. Stan managed to
pocket $1500 from an ATM until
he is caught. Bill leaves Flamingo
House without the money.
Stan makes Libby sick by giving
her pills. ‘Can you spare $5 to
take her to vet?’ He asks the
residents. They all hand it over.
Eighteen months past and
proprietor finally gives Stan his
marching orders. The stench of
marijuana drifts into Adam’s room
“Cut it out Stan!”
“Cut what out? I don’t smoke
that shit you fat c..t!” When
Stan’s sober he’s a coward. To find
courage he runs to get his bottle
of port. All day long Stan follows
Adam and calls him a fat c..t!’
That night Adam, who was a
nurse and has seen more than his
share of blood and guts, takes his
mind back Vietnam. He snaps. He
grabs a stanley knife and a torch.
Silently he opens Stan’s door to
slit Stan’s throat. Adam opens
the door to see Mickey sitting on
Stan’s bed. Adam quietly closes
the door. Adam’s mind leaves
Vietnam. Flamingo House is at
peace now. Today the proprietor
and the residents are happy.
Mickey is Adams roommate
and Adam is still waiting on a
commission flat.
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A Man For Margaret
by Marygrace Levakis

I had a recurring dream of trying to push the door
and breathed in the healing vapours. The only other
closed while others try to open it. That was my
person in the sauna broke the silence.
dream. This was my reality: neighbours continually
“I could rape you. Nobody would hear you if you scream.”
trying to be friendly, knocking on the door trying to
get in. I needed my space to be alone. To recharge my “You wouldn’t do it. There are surveillance cameras
batteries. I needed to have some quiet time. Time to
everywhere,” I informed him. He had a good physique
soar in the bath; listen to easy listening 3MP, MAGIC,
and was good looking but was too crude and rude for
GOLD 104.3. Beautiful music to tune out and off from Margaret. Outside the baths petrol fumes assaulted
the worries of the world. I gave the world lots of time my nostrils. “Hey, come on up! I can show you a
listening to its problems and trying to solve them.
good time. I live in No.12 flat,” a rough male voice
This was me time. I couldn’t work 24 hours a day.
yelled. Looking upwards at an open window I saw a
Some people thought I could.
man waving a black and white scarf. Shaking my head
I walked onwards. Too loud and bold for Margaret.
At the hostel I would put up a notice outside my door
saying: ‘Sleeping between 1 and 4pm. Please Do Not A car blocked my path at the kerb. “Can I help you?”
Disturb.’ Would you believe it, that’s the time people
the driver asked. “No thank you,“I replied. He blocked
would knock on my door wanting to talk. Margaret,
my path at each kerb along the street and asked
a delightful person and friend sought that exact time
the same question. “Can I help you?” That is until I
to have a chat. Reluctantly, I let her in and chatted
entered a shop. The man was a coward hiding inside
for half an hour, then told her, I was going to bed.
a car or else confident that the car would sell him.
Margaret sat on the bed and continued talking. I
It was small sports car. Margaret was tall and slim.
pulled my blankets up and closed my eyes. Margaret
She would feel too cramped inside with her long legs.
continued talking. She did not get the message.
It wouldn’t attract her, I feel sure of that.
“Margaret”, I said, “Could we please continue this
At Moomba – ‘Let’s Get Together And Have Fun’, a tall,
another time?”
well-built man in blue tradesman’s overalls gave chase.
Margaret spent too much time with me. Although I
We ran all the way down Swanston Street to Queen
appreciated her company, I felt she should be in the
Vic. Centre. That’s where he gave up the chase.
company of a nice, young man. If she wasn’t looking
Undoubtedly, Margaret would not be happy with the
for one, then I guess I would keep my eyes open
strong, silent time. At the London Hotel a pleasant
for one for her. After placing some eucalyptus oil on
man asked, “Would you like to dance?” At last a
the hot coals, I Ieaned back on the wooden bench
civilized man! “He’ll – Get – To Meet – Margaret.”
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Neuronal
Neuronal
by Warwick Knight
Electrons – neural pathways neuro chemistry linguistically.
Give me a seretonal updraft any day,
Dreams
by Warwick Knight
Tonight’s Monday night.
And here I sit in the here and now
and type at this key board.
How are you dear loneliness, how
do you fare?
Are you quiet and rolled up in a ball,
in a nice comfy, fluffy white bed?
Do you dream sweet dreams?
Do you wish away your troubles,
are you lonely tonight?

Dreams

How are you really?
no lets not ask, for you made a
sweet set, a series of dreams - to
comfort, to console your self. ye ol’
I speak to you in no riddle. no
rhyme. no confusion, either-- and I
wish you well, sweet dreams fare
well. have a nice night, wrapped up
in a blanket warm sweet and tight.

though I prefer to start with a spinal block
not adrenal stupidification.
Then of course there’s my old standing
dearest companion something like dopamine
like the cigarette I’m smokin.
When all’s said and done they tell us
they know of a good 50 to a 100 neural
transmitters!
some of the many star like thousands that
are also like sand in the sea.
Now do you understand me and my neural
pathway no don’t worry for neither do we.
Oh let me explain though impossibly,
for thou and there for there ain’t one.
An explanation just is and there we all are me
and my we all better now you see.
So a nice splendid drive in the psychic
cognitive consciousness of what?
Some like baby talk dribble and Spock.
I grew up once and then again and again
last time I didn’t go out of my brain.

for there’s nothing in side to go out of ‘cept for thin air at altitude
5000 coming down a treat!
should be a wind farm green aware,
alert not there.
don’t worry again it’s all natural gas except that
here’s truly, yes yours truly, means no more
than a fart.
To this desperate… budding… artiste…***
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From Hallways
to Alleyways
by David Hughes

A lot of blameless people occupy living areas
in hallways. From friends places to in-between
accommodation to living on the streets. Rarely, but
it does happen, a person is content to be homeless.
From what I’ve heard from Big Issue vendors
homelessness can truly occur over night. People
can have sudden, weird bad luck. Just like that.
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My Experience With Communal Living
by Janet De Longville

In 1973 I shared a two-storey terrace house in
Nicholson St, Fitzroy which was leased from
Melbourne Uni with seven tenants. There were many
bedrooms, a large lounge-room, a large kitchen and
two bathrooms. Two of the guys were musos. One
played trombone in MSO as well as in a jazz band.
The other played in ‘
Mulga Bill’s Bicycle
Band’ and they
played at Sunbury –
something I’d missed
as I’d only returned to
Oz in March 73– but
was told all about it.
I had a teaching job
in Carlton so I went
to Melbourne Uni
noticeboard to look for
a place nearby to stay.

the rest went into their rooms – like squirrels I
thought. I was the eldest and thought they needed
a lot of privacy and we were only communal at
mealtimes. The greatest joy of those 11 months was
when the girl who leased the house bought a small,
second-hand organ, and as she was friends with Tony
Gould – a now famous
jazz pianist – he would
come and play with all
stops out! It was loud
and fabulous.

The 70’s were all the
go for making your own
bread, own yoghurt
and own muesli –
which we did. We had
a roster for cooking and
cleaning. My one dish
was spag bol with all
the good things in it.
Rob was a country-boy
so he made delicious
roasts and apple pies.
One girl was a member
of the Communist
Party and I remember
going to a meeting or
two with her. Some of
us joined The Victorian
Film Society where
we regularly saw old movies at the infamous ‘Bug
House’. I also remember trips to the Vic Market and
coming home with the backseat of the Vee Dub full
of fruit. Then there was the night we went down to
Chinatown where someone remarked that we had
all-the-tea-in-China in our huge teapot in the middle
of the table. It made us all laugh but on return home

In 1974 I lived in a small
community in the bush
at Zen situated on the
Atherton Tablelands in
Far North Queensland.
There were four
‘homes’ and three of
us shared a wooden
pyramid covered in
orange plastic. We’d
go to bed at dusk and
wake-up at dawn. But
there were divisions
amongst the members
as it was necessary
from time to time to
hold meetings of those
who had paid $200 into
the kitty. Some tried to
influence other members and even interfere with the
bringing-up of the one child. It made me realise there’s
no utopia. Maybe that’s what I’ve got now – living
with my cats, radio, writing and 101 drop in. These are
my distractions. Sitting on my balcony I feel I am being
held by an angel. I know I’m fortunate and I’ve been
given such a gift. I don’t need to run anymore!

We had one sad event
when one of our
group took his own
life in his car up in
the snow. None of us
knew he was so low or
desperate.
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Pastoral
by Paul Harper

south westerlys parrot hollywood or the
aquatic equivalent of razor wire
if it exhorted tumbleweed
an RSVP that undoes itself with bilingual
redundant acronym syndrome
the potato is a fist if the birds knew the
dog barking would cease its dalliance
with long term logistics
& it was blue warm like someone on a
back porch with a cup of tea
&
 a volume in a yellow dust jacket with
six eyes count them six
tall & freckled & sandy the unreflecting
horse focused suddenly on statistical
a verages hoping to escape a parable
as field of daisies pronounced eef
b
 owed low before the shogun in some
dusty square
gumballs rattled in their dispenser & the

wind whispered it to the stars
birds make poor role models
all by definition is completeness while
the smell of her is roses & moments roll
over us
with the strategic ambiguity of coat
hangers coupled to the implicit territorial
a mbitions of carpet in a flood damaged
safe house
& propriety follows the kettle like little
bubbles the eyes of fishes as the stars
lose their nest
& propriety follows the kettle like crystal
beads a rolling fountain as the moon
wanders aimless
O brandy university one eye for each
persimmon in a warehouse too coffee
if locomotive is starlight & the
river sapling
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PDRS, What’s that?
by John King

Penny has the voice of an angel. When
she sings it makes the hairs on the back
of my neck stand up. She also shows
the newbies where the tea and coffee is
made. She’s a schizophrenic with a heart
of gold. Accepting of everyone, afraid of
no-one except the voices in her head.
That’s ok everyone here has a diagnosis
of some sort of mental illness. Bi-polar,
schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder,
schizophreniform psychosis. You name
it we’ve got it. But there’s a camaraderie,
an acceptance here that you can’t find
anywhere else. No matter what demons
you have you are shown kindness,
understanding and compassion.

There’s always someone to talk things
over with or someone to play guitar or
piano and have a sing along. Or you can
just sit and be. Unfortunately too many
are hooked on nicotine or illicit drugs
and alcohol. But as long as you keep
yourself nice and some semblance of
sobriety then you are welcome. You
can join in painting, poetry or mosaic’s
and get in touch with your artsy side.
If you need help with housing, work or
the law they have workers to help and
a lot of the other people here can help
with their lived experience of mental
illness and how to navigate things in
the real world. It’s like a family but
without all the crap families have. They
call it a PDRS (psychiatric disability
rehabilitation service). They help us
recover and you can recover.

If this sounds like something for you,
here are some numbers you can call.

Inner South Community Health Service

mindaustralia.org.au – 9455 7900
Trelowarren House – 9510 1381
Edith Pardy House – 9690 4266
Southern Respite Services – 9686 4900
Vicserv.com.au – 9519 7000

South Melbourne – 9690 9144
St Kilda – 9534 8166 or 9534 0981
Prahran – 9525 1300
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Poem number one
rooming house trilogy by Wendy Butler

This poem is part one of a trilogy
A large rooming house is a neighbourhood on stilts
A place where you have more neighbours than friends
Where danger lurks in corridors
And discretion is a necessity.
A place where you have more neighbours than friends
Where police are frequent visitors
And discretion is a necessity
And to be called a dog is the ultimate insult.
Where police are frequent visitors
And the less said to them the better
And to be called a dog is the ultimate insult
Best to seal your lips and still your tongue.
And the less said to them the better
Even if it antagonizes them
Best to seal your lips and still your tongue
Than to have enemies in the neighbourhood.
Even if it antagonizes them
To have police as your enemies is better
Than to have enemies in your neighbourhood
Where you can’t avoid them.
Because a large rooming house is a neighbourhood on stilts
Where danger lurks in the corridors
Where you can’t avoid them
A place where you have neighbours not friends.
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Life changing impulse
by Rose Higgins

Flying high at last
by Rose Higgins

He rode away on impulse,
On that long-ago Saturday afternoon,
When everything seemed permanent,
When everyone seemed immortal.

The wealthy old man sat
with his pet bird on his knee.
On his countenance he wore
a look of satisfied attainment.

He rode away on impulse,
Leaving his favourite rusty, old bike
Lying on the gravel at Kyabram Station,
With its wheels still spinning……

Her countenance showed
a scarcity of joy,

It was 1916 when he rode away on impulse,
From the peaceful, precious life,
To the battlefields of France……

Though there was always an
abundance of bird-seed.
But bird-seed came at a price,
in spite of its abundance.

Now his loving mother sifts through
artefacts in an old
Shoe box, and sheds a tear for the boy,
Who rode away on impulse,
Enlisting in manhood too early,
At Seymour Army Base,
While his ‘childhood remains’,
still lay on the gravel at
Kyabram Station,
With the wheels still spinning……

One timely day, the wealthy
old man died.

Ninety years on, I, his ‘four-year old sister’,
Still wonder about the 16-year old brother
I never really knew,
For he rode away on impulse,
Without thinking things through,
When everything seemed permanent,
When everyone seemed immortal,
On that long-ago Saturday afternoon……

Fast and furious she flew
to precious FREEDOM!

His death granted freedom
to both of them.
For when the bird cage
was flung open,
The pet bird soared high
to the heavens!

To find, there was one thing
which tasted FAR BETTER
THAN ABUNDANT BIRD-SEED,
That was FREEDOM!
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Social Meals in Rooming Houses program

peas &

The social meals program, “Cook up”
or “Chat’ n Chew” as it is affectionately
known, has been running for 10 years
in a variety of rooming houses within
the City of Port Phillip. This programme
provides opportunities for social interaction
for rooming house residents through a
fortnightly planned activity; the preparation
of a meal and a shared dining experience.
Here is what people said when we asked
what they thought of the programme:
-	I really appreciate the food and social
good vibes
- I have a full stomach; the food is GREAT!
- I feel full once a fortnight
- A change from what I cook
- It’s like a meeting for the house
- Nothing except I’ve put on weight
-	I have had the opportunity to meet with
and talk to people I would normally just
pass in the hallway
-	I eat better, and definitely feel more
confident. It’s also good because I
socialise more and it makes you realise a
lot of people care
- Just the normal chats are nice
-	Good to bond, we’re herd animals and
need to congregate
- Rehumanizing shall we say
-	some good people, helped with trust –
never used to trust
- Gets me out of my room

carrots

- Secure, feel safe
-	Like to be part of something - it’s strength
for the day.
-	Helps to know who’s here- get to know
new tenants who I wouldn’t without a
program like this.
- It’s a reason to get together
-	They talk sense- provide relaxing
atmosphere
-	Get along with others- it’s a reason to
get together
- Friendly level compared to just paying rent
-	More confident with people around. Nicer
to be around people… than locked in room
-	Good to talk to normal human beings gets weird around here.
After asking what people thought about the
programme we then surveyed them:
12 people said Happy
3 people said Hungry
10 people said Satisfied
9 people said Full
4 people said Relaxed
0 people said Unsatisfied
7 people said Safe
5 people said Friendly
5 people said Comfortable
4 people said Connected
2 people said Informed
If you want to know more about the social
meals programs give Liz a call on 92096716
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Surviving the Gatwick by Wendy Butler

Leather

Cork

1. A large rooming house is like a suburb. Don’t expect
to be friends with everybody. Treat the corridor like a
street and just say hello.
2. Remember that many people arrive at the Gat under
stress. Most people are doing the best they can so
cut them some slack.
3. O
 nly lend if you can do without repayment.
4. If people ask for money always refuse politely –
never put them down for asking
5. When buying a coffee at The Bakehouse take the exact
money so you can truthfully say you have no change.
 on’t walk into people’s rooms without an
6. D
invitation even if the door is open.
7. S
 tick a broom horizontally across the doorway to
keep it open but discourage people from walking
in uninvited.
8. N
 ever leave anything you value lying around in
your own room
9. Don’t leave food unattended in the kitchen
10. As far as possible avoid domestics
11. Carry your door key on a chain round your neck.
Otherwise you could be locked out for hours
12. As far as possible don’t talk to the police.
 ever call anyone a dog, even when they are.
13. N
14. If speeds your thing be careful with your first
heroin mix – it could be your last.
15. Never stare at people
 ever push in front of people at the food van
16. N
17. Make sure you have a good supply of toilet paper,
as the office is rarely open and at night it’s locked
in the back room.
18. Never walk around in bare feet.
19. If you want to earn some money by helping
around the building, always make it clear to
management that you expect to be paid and are
not doing it out of boredom.
20. Let’s be realistic. The Gat is not a good
environment if you want to give up smoking,
drugs or alcohol.
21. Keep an open mind and you may be surprised.

Rooming Houses Eh? by Michael Parker

Vinyl

Leather

Rooming Houses eh? Yeah, I’ve ‘lived’ in all kinds of
rooming houses but basically they’re all the same.
Most of the tenants are losers, for whatever reason.
Whether it’s because they’re in and out of jail,
alcoholics, drug addicts or the mentally ill. There are
no ‘winners’ living in rooming houses. Don’t get me
wrong tho, there is a lot of ‘potential’ in some people
in rooming houses but most of them feel like losers.
There is a huge stigma about living in a rooming
house. It is not really considered a ‘real home ‘and I
agree with that.
The longest I ever ‘lived’in a rooming house was
15 years. 15 years! Sure it was a huge room, doubled
bed, big fridge, and 2 big windows that looked out
onto leafy Park St – almost posh. After I’d been living
there one year, not surprising in retrospect, I became
a heroin addict. If it wasn’t for heroin I wouldn’t have
stayed there, or any rooming house for 15 years!
I felt like a loser. I felt depressed, lonely, not really
part of society. Then I started using heroin and I was
still all of the above plus a heroin addict! But I didn’t
care. Heroin gave me a sort of happiness! Yes; being
a heroin addict may well be considered by some to
be a further step to loserdom. But the fact is heroin
made me feel good.
Before heroin I was too embarrassed to bring a
woman back to stay the night. But on heroin I hardly
ever ‘slept ‘alone. But as everyone knows you can’t
live a proper life on heroin. Why? Because it’s too
expensive and illegal. They’re 2 of the main reasons
but slowly, with the help of Detox and many, many
attempts at the hell of cold turkey, I finally got off
heroin with the help of the woman I loved. We
moved into a flat! A real flat! Own kitchen! Own
bathroom!!! Then in 2007 my fiancé, suddenly
passed away. Today I live in a ‘sorta’kinda rooming
type of house, but it’s a million miles from the
depressive, no hoper, loser, don’t fit in, Park St! This
place doesn’t have ‘loser’ written all over it. It also
helps that the agent, Melissa, is not only a lovely lady
(and a real looker too) but is always only a phone call
away if anything needs tending to. Yeah, I like it here
but it’s still not home.
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The man in the mirror

He was there again this morning.
As clever as usual, he mimics me
to perfection. Who is he? Why
does he torment me? I do not like
him. I do not want him in my life.
Yesterday there was no reflection
in the mirror. It was a worry until
I realized that the door to the
cabinet had been left open. A silly
mistake that made me smile until I
closed the door and for a moment
glimpsed his mocking expression.
I have another mirror. It is set in
the wall adjacent to the cabinet.
Closing the door, for a moment
the two images collide, providing
infinity of mirrors: each one with a
different expression.
Lately I have been receiving mail
addressed to Anton Miraz. There
is no one by that name at my
address. The letters are always

rorrim eht

ni nam ehT

By Trevor Donohue

hand written in a spidery crawl.
There is no return address. I am
tempted to open one of them to
find out more about this person.
In the meantime they are stacking
up. There is an accumulation of
dust on the earlier letters. I cannot
remember how long I have been
receiving them.
She doesn’t write anymore. Most
mornings I wait for the postman.
For some reason I am either too
early or too late. There was another
letter in my letterbox. It was
addressed to him. This Anton Miraz.
I do not leave the house. I will
redirect the letters and leave them
in my letterbox. This seems like a
good idea.
I pass her room; it is unlocked but
never opened, it stays the same.
I do not remember how long she
has been gone. My mind is full of

fleeting scenes. That is the best
way to remember her.
The days are a haze, dull around
the edges. I never sleep, yet I
dream; fragments of remembered
incidents that may have never
happened. They say that no one
has ever died of a broken heart,
but then what is death, this
creeping malaise that saps the life
from me.
Oh horror, what wickedness. I
have opened one of Miraz’s letters.
He accuses me of dreadful things.
The letter is vile, vindictive. I would
never have hurt her. These lies,
these insinuations are unfounded.
I will flee from this Miraz. Escape
the poisonous putrescence that
seeps from under her door. I will
be free. Free to spend time with
you. My new friend.
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Roomers Art Posters

The series of 6 art posters printed
in this magazine were created by
Tom Civil from Breakdown Press
in collaboration with the weekly
Roomers writing workshop.
Breakdown Press have a diverse
background in the zine, poster
art, poetry, street art and activist
communities. Breakdown Press
aims to produce ethically printed
and affordable publications.

the alleyway,
the hallway

“

Space invader?

Look out for our Roomers posters
around St Kilda, in rooming
houses, community spaces and
wherever else we can put them
up in the dead of night.

Excuse me,
you’ve got
my jumper.

if you’re standing
on my feet
you’re probably
too close.

Thief free Zone

the alleyway,
the hallway

Brought to you by Roomers

the alleyway,
the hallway

Brought to you by Roomers

Brought to you by Roomers

”

Sometimes I can be
overwhelmed by
your support.

“

the alleyway,
the hallway

Brought to you by Roomers

the alleyway,
the hallway

I’m off the
grid today.
Brought to you by Roomers

“

how about we
get together
once a week to
catch up and talk
about nothing?

the alleyway,
the hallway

Brought to you by Roomers
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Writing Workshops
Our weekly writing workshops happen every Tuesday 1:30 – 3:30.
The workshops are free and held in the community room of
St Kilda Library, 150 Carlisle St. You don’t need to book or ring,
just turn up with paper and a pen.
It’s a great way to explore and polish your writing skills with
a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors and afternoon tea.
So please drop in.
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#48
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $40 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
Your name listed in the friends section of the magazine
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $40 per year,
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year
Not for profit organisations: $60 per year
Others: $90 per year

We want you!
We want your stories and poems and songs and articles
and musings and photos and artwork…
And we want them now.
When you send things in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can
be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au

